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House Resolution 1100

By: Representatives Dudgeon of the 24th, Riley of the 50th, Geisinger of the 48th, Taylor of

the 79th, Benton of the 31st, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing student leaders at Georgia Tech and welcoming them for Georgia Tech Student1

Day at the capitol; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Georgia Institute of Technology is a world-class university focused on3

providing unmatched higher learning to over 20,000 undergraduate and graduate students;4

and5

WHEREAS, these students are an integral part of the Institute's community, actively6

observing and participating as more than mere pupils in all corners of the campus and at7

nearly every functional level; and8

WHEREAS, many of these students emerge as leaders in their classrooms, organizations, and9

the entire Institute, demonstrating sincere interest in improving communities locally and10

globally; and11

WHEREAS, among those interests, these student leaders work together in support of efforts12

to achieve progress, service, and prestige for its community; and13

WHEREAS, supported by their teachers and administrators, these student leaders have14

endeavored to serve as strong advocates for Georgia Tech to myriad constituents, including15

Georgia's legislators and government leaders; and16

WHEREAS, they demonstrate this effort today, once again joining us in the state capitol for17

the third annual Georgia Tech Student Day at the capitol.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body recognize and commend these student leaders from the Georgia20

Institute of Technology for their commitment to the causes of their Institute and advocacy21
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on its behalf and heartily welcome these student leaders to the state capitol for their third22

annual Georgia Tech Student Day at the capitol.23

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized24

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the Georgia Tech Student25

Government Association.26


